Current Studies on Air Distributions in Commercial Airliner Cabins
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Abstract Air distribution in commercial airliner cabins is very important for the comfort and health of passengers and crew. Experimental measurements, CFD simulations, and inverse modeling are state-of-the-art methods available for studying the air distribution. This paper gave an overview of the different experimental models, such as scale models, simplified models, full-scale mockups, and actual air cabins. Although experimental measurements were expensive and time consuming, the data were essential for validating CFD simulations. Different modeling strategies for CFD simulations were also discussed in this paper, including large eddy simulations and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation modeling. CFD simulations were mainstream approaches for studying the air distribution but they could not easily lead to optimal design. Inverse modeling of air distribution has recently emerged into a very powerful and attractive tool for designing the air distribution in airliner cabins, although most of the studies were preliminary.
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1. Introduction

Air distribution in commercial airliner cabins mainly has two functions: regulating air temperature and air velocity to create a thermally comfortable environment and providing adequate ventilation for reducing gaseous and particulate contaminant concentrations for maintaining a safe and healthy environment. Although the aerospace industry has improved the environmental control systems to ensure the comfort levels and hygiene in aircraft cabins in the past decades, there are still reports of discomfort and health problems. Therefore, it is necessary to further study air distribution in the airliner cabins in order to design better environmental control systems.

There are mainly two methods available in studying the air distribution in an aircraft cabin: experimental measurements and numerical simulations by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The experimental studies are usually thought to be more reliable but they are often expensive and time consuming. Today very few experimental measurements were used to study the air distribution. Instead, most of the measurements were to obtain high quality data for validating numerical simulation results.

The numerical simulations by CFD are cheaper and more informative compared with the experimental measurements. However, the numerical models used approximations and simplifications in modeling the flow so the simulation results were of uncertainties. Thus, the best approach is to use the experimental data to validate the CFD tool and the validated CFD tool is used
to study air distribution so the simulated results can be trusted\textsuperscript{4,5}.

Although the CFD can be used to design air distribution, the design may not be optimal. Recently, the research community has started to look for CFD based optimal design by using inverse modeling. The inverse simulations, although the results are preliminary, have shown great potential for optimal design of air distribution for airliner cabins.

This paper is to provide a brief overview of the experimental measurements, numerical simulations by CFD, and inverse modeling of air distributions for airliner cabins.

2. Experimental measurements of cabin air distributions

Experimental measurements of air distribution in airliner cabins can be conducted in a cabin mockup or in an actual airplane. Cabin mockup includes scaled model, simplified model and full scale model.

For example, Poussou et al.\textsuperscript{6} conducted experimental measurements on a one-tenth scale, water-based empty cabin model for investigating the effects of a moving human body on flow and contaminant transport inside an aircraft cabin. The scale model was inexpensive and can obtain high-quality data. When conducting experimental measurements of air distribution in airliner cabins, it is essential to ensure flow similarities. The air distribution is driven by the inertial force from the diffusers and buoyancy forces from the thermal plumes generated by the passengers. Thus, the Reynolds number (Re) and Grashof number (Gr) must be the same as those in actual air cabins. Even with a different fluid, it is hard to achieve the same Re and Gr. Therefore, the flow features in a scale model would differ from that in a real aircraft cabin\textsuperscript{12}. Therefore, scaled model was not popular at present.

A simplified model has the same character length as a real aircraft cabin, such as cabin height. But, the geometry is greatly simplified. For instance, Wang et al.\textsuperscript{7} measured the airflow and temperature fields in a cubic box with 2.44 m in each dimension as shown in Figure 1. The cubic box could represent a half section of a twin-aisle airline cabin of Boeing 767 with three rows of seats and 10.5 passengers inside (21 passengers for the whole cabin). The passengers were simulated by a heated box as shown inside the box. A linear diffuser was located on the left wall near the ceiling and an exhaust slot was located near the floor on the right wall that was similar to Boeing 767. Due to the simplifications, the experimental measurements can provide high quality flow and temperature data. However, due to the absence of geometric similarity, it is hard to convince that the flow in the simplified cabin can actually represent that in an actual cabin.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{A simplified air cabin model used by Wang et al.\textsuperscript{7}}
\end{figure}
The main stream research in cabin experimental measurements used a section of a full-scale model that has the same shape and size with real aircraft cabins. In addition, the thermo-fluid boundary conditions were also similar to those in real aircraft cabins. Figure 2 shows a full-scale Boeing 767 aircraft cabin mockup built by Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{8} The cabin mockup had four rows with 28 passenger seats and 14 of them were with heated boxes. Due to the difference of the duct system between the mockup cabin and actual B-767 airplane, the corresponding flow features may still be different. Nevertheless, it is easy to control the thermo-fluid boundary conditions and to change the cabin interior setting, such full-scale cabin mockup models are the most popular ones for studying air distributions in airliner cabins.

\textbf{Figure 2. A section of a full-scale aircraft cabin mockup built by Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{8}}

Very few experimental studies of air distribution in airliner cabins were conducted in actual airplanes. Tianjin University\textsuperscript{9} has recently used a functional MD-82 plane for such study. Figure 3 shows that they have used the three-row, first-class cabin with heated manikins for studying the air distribution. The thermal manikins built by wrapping them with nickel-chromium wires were used to model the seated passengers. Although the airplane was functional, the thermo-fluid boundary conditions were difficult to control. For example, we found that the airflow rate and velocity from the diffusers along the longitudinal direction were not uniform. The airplane was designed to have minimal longitudinal flow but the experimental measurements showed very significant longitudinal flow. It is very difficult to measure accurately the air distribution. The experimental data quality suffered a lot. When Liu et al.\textsuperscript{10} used the data to compare the performance of the Re-Normalization Group (RNG) k-\(\varepsilon\) model\textsuperscript{11} and Large Eddy Simulation (LES)\textsuperscript{12}. The errors in the experimental data were comparable to those between the two CFD models. Thus, such data may not be suitable for validating a CFD tool.

\textbf{Figure 3. The first-class cabin with thermal manikins in a functional airplane at Tianjin University\textsuperscript{9}}
3. CFD simulations of cabin air distributions

Wang et al. had evaluated eight CFD models for their ability to simulate air distribution in airliner cabins. The CFD models used were the indoor zero-equation model (0-eq), Launder-Sharma model (LRN), RNG k-\(\varepsilon\) (RNG), Shear Stress Transport (SST) k-\(\omega\) model (SST), v2f model (v2f), Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), LES with dynamic Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model (LES-DSL), and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) that was the combination of LES and Spalat-Allmaras model (DES-SA). The experimental data in the simplified model was used for the evaluation of the CFD models.

Figure 4 shows the performance of the eight models in predicting the air velocity in position 6 in the cubic box as shown in Figure 1. Position 6 is typical as the agreement of numerical results and experimental data at this position is average. Their study also compared the turbulence kinetic energy and air temperature profiles at position 6. The results show that the LES-DSL was the best among all the models. Besides, the v2f model performed the best among the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equation (RANS) models. The RNG and RSM model showed similar and acceptable accuracy in predicting the velocity, turbulence kinetic energy, and air temperature. These four models gave acceptable accuracy in predicting air distribution in aircraft cabins.

![Figure 4. Air velocity profiles predicted by the eight turbulence models at position 6 in the cubic box](image)

Besides the accuracy of the CFD models, the efficiency of these models is also very critical in designing air distribution. The computing time needed for these four CFD models could be expressed as:

\[
\text{LES} >> \text{RSM} > v2f \approx \text{RNG}
\]

The LES required a computing time at least two orders of magnitude longer than the RANS models. This is because one has to solve the transient flow even if the flow is steady and the LES requires a grid of higher resolution. The RSM explicitly solves the transport equations of Reynolds stresses and fluxes instead of calculating turbulence eddy viscosity, so it requires more computing time than the v2f and RNG, which assume isotropic turbulence structures. Theoretically, the v2f requires more computing time than RNG because it calculated additional \(v'^2\) transport equation, the
fluctuation of normal velocity. In fact, the difference in computing time of these two models was minimal. For design and study of air distributions in airliner cabins, the mean air parameters are more useful than turbulent parameters. So the RANS modeling is preferred and the v2f is highly recommended.

4. Inverse modeling of cabin air distributions

Validated CFD tools are now widely used for studying air distribution in airliner cabins for better thermal comfort and air quality. The CFD tools would calculate the distributions of air velocity, air temperature, and contaminant concentrations in the cabins with thermo-fluid boundary conditions. If the study is for design, it would take tens or even hundred calculations to reach a good design. Even through the design may not be optimal. Therefore, recent trend on studying air distribution is to use CFD based inversing modeling. The inverse modeling uses desirable thermal comfort and indoor air quality or the corresponding air velocity, air temperature, and contaminant concentration distributions in cabins as the design objective. The modeling strategy is to identify the thermo-fluid boundary conditions for achieving the design objective.

Early work conducted by Zhang and Chen was to combine CFD with a quasi-reversibility equation to inversely identify the contaminant source in a Boeing 767 aircraft cabin mockup. The quasi-reversibility approach reversed the time marching direction of the governing transport equation for the contaminant transport. With the contaminant distribution at \( t = 16 \) s in a section of the cabin as shown in Figure 5(a), the quasi-reversibility approach can calculate the contaminant source location at \( t = 0 \) s as shown in Figure 5(b). The actual source was a point one but the calculated source was dispersive. Nevertheless, the approach can approximately identify the contaminant source location.

![Figure 5.](image)

Figure 5. (a) The initial contaminant concentration distribution at \( t = 16 \) s in a section of an airliner cabin and (b) the contaminant source location identified by the quasi-reversibility approach at \( t = 0 \) s.

Xue et al. integrated the CFD and genetic algorithms in finding the optimal thermo-fluid boundary conditions in achieving desirable thermal comfort in the first-class cabin of an MD-82 aircraft as shown in Figure 6. They evaluated the thermal comfort by Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and set the desired PMV around the passengers between -0.1 to 0.1. They found that multiple solutions existed for satisfying the PMV. Figure 7 shows the inlet air velocity and temperature relationship that can produce the required PMV in the aircraft cabin.
Recently we have used adjoint method to achieve optimization in design. The approach begins with an initially guessed inlet thermo-fluid boundary conditions. A set of state equations (Navier-Stokes equations) were solved with this initial inlet boundary conditions to see if the objective function (optimal design criteria) could be satisfied. If not, the approach computes the sensitivity of the objective function with respect to the variation of the inlet boundary conditions. Then a descent method can be used to determine the change of design variables that can decrease the objective function. Finally a set of adjoint equations are solved to obtain the inlet boundary conditions. Figure 8 shows the optimization process for a half of the first-class airliner cabin as shown in Figure 3. A cycle is an iteration of the above-mentioned method that is automatically executed during the computer simulation. Cycle 0 was PMV distribution with the initial boundary conditions. The PMV was too high from thermal comfort point of view. After 42 cycles, the PMV fell within -0.2 and 0.2 that was within the design objective. The adjoint method can achieve the design objective through one calculation, not tens or hundreds calculations as CFD does. Thus, the inverse design is powerful and can reduce significantly human effort.
5. Concluding remarks

This paper discussed the recent status in studying air distribution in commercial airliner cabin. Experimental measurements are still regarded as the most reliable method. Among the scale-models, simplified models, full-scale models, and actual airplane cabins, full-scale models are most widely used due to its control on thermo-boundary conditions. The scale models may not show the same flow features as those in actual cabins, while the flows in actual cabins are too complex. The simplified models can produce high quality data, if one believes the flow is similar to that in an actual cabin.

CFD tools with LES and RANS models are widely used for studying the air distributions. Among many popular turbulence modeling approaches, the LES-DSL was the most accurate model but the computing time was very long. The v2f model performed the best among the RANS models, while the RNG k-ε model was sufficiently good. RANS models need much less computing time so they are more acceptable in engineering applications.

Recent trends were to use inverse modeling strategies. Preliminary results have shown that different inverse models could be used to identify contaminant source location, to design cabin environment with good thermal comfort, etc. The beauty of inverse modeling is that it can achieve optimal design through one single calculation, although multiple solutions could exist. In addition, air distribution is not the only subject for cabin environment design. The studies on infectious disease transmissions, multiple-factors on cabin environment, uncertainties and human factors, etc. are receiving more attentions today than ever.
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